The Heritage of Faith

"Who laid the foundation of your Christian faith?"

Heritage. This word describes a gift that is passed down from another generation. Like a runner's torch, we have received a flame of faith that will remain lit for the duration of the race. The Heritage of Faith Scholarship recognizes special individuals who have made an unusual impact upon our personal faith story.

The development of a strong Christian heritage is no accident. Our faith was planted and intentionally nurtured over time by someone who made a personal investment in us. We have been rooted in our faith and established in our values and practice because someone passed their faith on to us. This person has laid our heritage of faith.

The Heritage of Faith Scholarship has been established to honor those special individuals who have moved beside us and offered a living portrait of personal character, a solid understanding of God's grace, and wise counsel in personal Christian discipline. By giving of themselves, they have had eternal significance in shaping our life, developing our faith, and launching the Christian heritage that we will pass on. By giving to this scholarship, students are being encouraged to further develop their own heritage of faith within the context of NNU's Christian education.

The Heritage of Faith Scholarship is endowed and perpetual. Each gift increases the scholarship's impact and offers a place of recognition for those who have had a significant part of building a faith heritage.

Criteria for the Award

1. Recipients are to be incoming, full-time freshman students only;
2. Financial need must be a consideration in the awarding of this scholarship;
3. Academic success is not to be the primary determinant for this award;
4. Nominations for this award are to be made through the Office of Financial Aid.

A most satisfying way to honor a loved one or friend is to invest in a life yet to be lived. Gifts to NNU's Endowed Scholarship Program become a 'helping hand' to students as they prepare for their vocations and for lives of service to others. For more information, contact the Office of University Advancement, NNU, 623 Holly St., Nampa, ID 83686. Phone (208) 467-8772.